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FINAL BOTANICAL SURVEYS AND TRAIL ADJUSTMENTS
ON THE PROPOSED LEWIS AND CLARK HERITAGE TRAIL
LITTLE MISSOURI NATIONAL GRASSLAND
WATFORD CITY RANGER DISTRICT
ABSTRACT
Final botanical surveys were conducted in August and September 2010 along the proposed 33-mile long Lewis
and Clark Heritage Trail on the Watford City Ranger District of the Little Missouri National Grasslands in
McKenzie County, North Dakota. The surveys built on findings of the 2009 botanical surveys along the preliminary trail route and additional sensitive plant surveys along the trail route. The surveys determined final adjustments to the trail route. Surveys were conducted on foot with the aid of aerial photographs. Effort was made to
avoid rare plant populations and likely rare plant habitat as well as badland outcrops, noxious weed populations,
and oil well pads. Effort was made to reduce stream and road crossings and blind corners. Archaeological sites
were avoided. Switchbacks were minimized. Visibility from County Route 2 was kept to a minimum. Where the
original proposed trail route indicated, existing pasture roads and cattle trails were followed. When crossing
wooded draws, the most direct and level route possible was obtained, often along existing cattle trails. Three
rare plant populations and two archaeological sites were observed in the vicinity of the trail. Only a few minor
deviations from the original proposed trail route were necessary.

PROJECT INFORMATION
In September 2009, a botanical survey was conducted along the Lewis and Clark Heritage Trail, a proposed recreational trail on the Watford City Ranger District of the Little Missouri National Grassland (LMNG) in McKenzie
County, North Dakota. The purpose of this survey was to “provide preliminary data and maps indicating microhabitats that are most likely to harbor sensitive plant species.” Such an effort would require that the surveyor 1)
provide a general botanical habitat description along the proposed trail, 2) identify and mark habitats that were
likely to contain rare plant species, and 3) recommend any rerouting of the proposed trail in order to avoid rare
plant habitat or populations.
In 2010, field surveys were conducted along the proposed recreational trail to determine final adjustments to the
trail route. The location of the adjusted trail route was based on the information gathered in the 2009 survey and
additional sensitive plant surveys along the trail route.
The proposed trail began on federal property just east of Tobacco Gardens and headed in a generally easterly
direction for 30 miles, terminating at the boat landing in the Antelope Management Area. The route intersected
the following sections of land: T153N, R97W, S1, 12; T153, R96W, S2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18; T153N,
R95W, S2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13; R153N, R94W, S7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 23, 24.
Surveys were conducted by David and Amy Schmoller, of Yellowfield Biological Surveys, on August 7, 9, 28 and
September 11, 13, 2010.

SURVEY METHODS
The route was surveyed at a relatively high intensity level, using a combination of General, Intuitive Controlled,
and Complete intensity levels. Plants were inspected within a 10-20-foot wide corridor that bracketed the proposed trail route. Promising rare plant habitat within approximately 100 feet of this of this corridor was inspected.
These promising habitats included rock outcrops, badland outcrops, gravelly substrate, moist ravines, springs,
beaver impoundments, and running creeks. Portions of the trail that were through habitat not likely to house rare
plants were inspected at a lower intensity level.
A survey route was established based on the direction given by the original survey route, the 2009 findings, and
findings during this survey. This final, adjusted or alternate route was GPS’d along its entire length. Waypoint
files were used; the adjusted route runs from waypoint to waypoint. The entire list of trail waypoints is in Appendix A, Trail Waypoints. Some of the route was flagged or painted, especially wooded draw crossings. The
western 1/4 of the trail was marked in the field by USFS personnel in the spring of 2009. The adjusted trail es-
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tablished in this survey followed that route closely. This section includes the entire 2-mile spur that runs straight
north to connect with the Birnt Hills Trail, from Waypoint 1443 to Waypoint 1572. And it included the first six
miles of the trail, starting at Tobacco Gardens and ending in the vicinity of Waypoint 185.
The final trail route was designed with a view to avoid unnecessary difficulties. Several principles guided this
selection. These were: 1) Avoid incompatible sites. These included rare plant populations, likely rare plant habitat, badland outcrops, noxious weed populations, archaeological sites, and oil well pads. 2) Reduce crossings.
These were stream and road crossings, and particularly, blind road crossings. 3) Reduce switchbacks. 4) Reduce visibility of and from State Highway 1806. 5) Follow existing trails. Where the original proposed trail route
indicated, existing pasture roads and cattle trails were followed. 6) Simplify wooded draw crossings. The most
direct and level route possible was obtained, often connecting with interspersed meadows, often following existing cattle trails.
Notable findings, including rare plants, archaeological sites, and noxious weed patches, were GPS’d. The entire
route was described on topographic maps and shapefiles provided by the LMNG. The western third of the proposed trail had been flagged by USFS personnel in 2009. Remote imagery was used: 1) Satellite imagery from
ARC GIS Explorer, Google Earth, or the Farm Services Agency, 2) Low altitude photography from the National
Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP). These were augmented by Natural Resources and Conservation Service
(NRCS) Soil Survey Maps and US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) National Wetlands Inventory Maps.

FINDINGS
Overview
Only a few minor deviations from the original proposed trail route were necessary. The majority of the proposed
trail was well placed and avoided most conflicts. Deviations from the original proposal were less often a matter of
avoidance of protected sites—rare plants or archeological sites—than they were an effort to avoid steep gradients, badlands, poor road or creek crossings, extensive woodlands, noxious weeds, or oil well pads.
This higher intensity field survey revealed that, as in 2009, the majority of the original proposed trail was situated
on three general habitats: 1) Grassland crests with Stipa comata, Stipa viridula and Bouteloua gracilis, 2) Sideslope grasslands with Andropogon scoparius and Calamovilfa longifolia, 3) Bluegrass bottomlands dominated by
Poa pratensis.

Rare Plants
The three dominant habitats along the trail route did not have high potential for rare plants. Of the three, the
grassland crests had the highest potential, but only when there was a subset of gravel, scoria, or exposed badland soil on the crest. Elsewhere, there were a minority of instances where the proposed trail intersected more
likely rare plant habitat, namely, wooded draws, badland, rock, or gravel outcrops, spring seeps, or creeks. In
these instances, either the trail was rerouted into lesser probability habitat, or, the case of unavoidable intersections, the site was surveyed and cleared for rare plants.
The field surveys revealed that the vast majority of original proposed trail avoided rare plant populations. Only
three rare plant populations were observed in the vicinity of the trail. The rare plant populations were all of the
genus Townsendia, but of indeterminate species. (Figures 1 and 2) The timing of the surveys was past peak
phenology, and the distinction between the two Townsendia on the LMNG is controversial. Hence, it was not
determined if this was the rare Townsendia hookeri. Nevertheless, all three populations were GPS’d and the trail
gave them a wide berth—at least 20 meters. See Table 1, Rare Plant Waypoints.

Table 1. Rare Plant Waypoints
SITE
1
2
3

GPS CENTROID

DATE METERS FROM TRAIL

13U 644534 5326710 9/11/09 180 m (600 feet) to W
13U 643582 5330129 9/11/10 20 m (65 feet) to NE
13U 643082 5327668 8/7/10 30 m (100 feet) to SW

DESCRIPTION
Townsendia hookeri; 4 plants; gravelly crest
Townsendia hookeri, 2 plants; 1x1m; sterile; in cattle trail
Townsendia hookeri, 100 plants; 20x10m; gravelly crest
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Figure 2. Closeup of Townsendia specimen. No flowers or fruit
visible, making species identification questionable.

Archeological Sites
Two archaeological sites were encountered in the vicinity of the proposed trail. They appeared to be stone
circles, or “tipi rings”, positioned on high ground with a
view of the Missouri River. (Figure 3) They were GPS’d
and the trail was diverted away from the sites.
Site 1 is located on a narrow, steep ridge. The proposed trail follows this same ridge. As a result, it was
not possible to distance the trail any more than 10 meters from the stone circles. However, the trail follows an existing Forest Service Road, FSR8822. Site 2 is located 55 meters to the south of the proposed trail, which follows FSR8681 at this point. No adjustment was necessary. See Table 2, Stone Circle Waypoints.

Figure 1. Overview of Townsendia habitat at site #3. Orange arrow
points to Townsendia plant. Notice rocky crest habitat. View to NE.

Table 2. Stone Circle Waypoints
SITE
1
2

GPS CENTROID

DATE METERS FROM TRAIL

13U 669167 5326233 9/13/10 10 m (30 feet) to S
13U 644470 5326932 8/7/10 55 m (180 feet) to N

DESCRIPTION
Possible stone circle on crest to N of FSR8822
Possible stone circles on crest to S of FSR8681

Lake Sakakawea

Figure 3. Overview of apparent stone circle (“tipi ring”) at site #1. Orange circles mark placement of stones. View is to N.
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Table 3. Wooded Draw Crossings

Wooded Draws

The adjusted trail crossed
wooded draws at 48 points.
# GPS POINT #
#
GPS POINT
There was little difference
1
3
13
380-385
25
797-805
37
1140-1144
between the original trail and
2
89-95
14
392-397
26
844
38
1281
the adjusted trail in the num3
169
15
406-408
27
865
39
1300-1310
ber of wooded draw cross4
213-216
16
461-465
28
867-868
40
1386-1390
ings. Wooded draws prolifer5
221-226
17
503-509
29
870
41
1397
ate in the Missouri Breaks
and were largely unavoid6
241-247
18
566-567
30
889-894
42
1421-1423
able. The challenge was to
7
266-273
19
707-710
31
897
43
1430-1439
find the most direct, lowest
8
279-286
20
719-720
32
963
44
1453
gradient, least wooded
9
297-311
21
723-725
33
1071-1080
45
1466-1467
crossing possible. While do10
327-334
22
728-729
34
1081-1085
46
1509-1511
ing so, wide deviations from
11
353-358
23
757-761
35
1088-1090
47
1519-1523
the intent of the original trail
12
363-374
24
776-778
36
1098
48
1533-1537
were avoided. For example,
at Waypoints 855-891 the original trail, as designed on aerial photographs, appeared to be placed directly over
the length of a wooded draw, straddling the creek bottom. A superior alternate route was devised that ran parallel to the original route, anywhere from 20 to 50 meters (65 to 170 feet) to the southwest. This route avoided the
hazards of the original; the thick woods, steep stream banks, mud and erosion. It passed through many interconnecting grassy openings and along cattle trails that passed through the wooded patches, a much improved
route. (Figure 4) Other wooded draw crossings are listed in Table 3, Wooded Draw Crossings.
WOODED DRAW CROSSINGS
GPS POINT
# GPS POINT

Although wooded draws have a potential for Collinsia parviflora, it is slim. North Dakota Natural Heritage Program data shows that the C. parviflora is rare in North Dakota and the nearest known population is 44 miles to
the south in the Killdeer Mountains. (NDNHP 2010) In the Great Plains, C. parviflora is rare, and appears to exist
in cooler latitudes on unglaciated strata. (Great Plains Flora Association 1977) No Collinsia plants were seen
and, being a spring annual, they are nearly impossible to locate in a late-season survey. The narrow construction corridor for this trail coupled with the proliferation of wooded draws in the Missouri Breaks indicates that it is
unlikely that this project would have an adverse effect upon rare plant populations in wooded draw habitat.

Figure 4. Aerial view of interconnected openings accessed by Adjusted Trail, an advantage over Original Trail.
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Badland Crossings

Table 4. Badland Crossings

The original proposed trail presented dozens of badland crossings.
Navigating across wet badland claystones and siltstones can be hazardous. Badlands are typical habitat for several rare plant species—
Eriogonum visheri (Dakota buckwheat), Eriogonum ceruum (Nodding
wild buckwheat), Mentzelia pumila (Dwarf mentzelia), Townsendia
hookeri (Hooker’s townsendia), Chenopodium subglabrum (Slimleaf
goosefoot) and Cryptantha torreyana (Torrey’s cryptantha). The surface geology in the survey area consists of Paleocene claystones,
siltstones, and sandstones of the Bullion Creek and Sentinel Butte
Formations and Quaternary depositions of the eroded debris of the
Paleocene rocks. Most of these formations have a relatively thin mantle of glacial deposits from the Wisconsinan glaciation. The pre-glacial
rocks are highly erodable. The entrenching of the Missouri River
through this geology resulted in “river breaks” - steep stream gradients and a raw, sculpted badland and cutbank geomorphology. Thus,
It was nearly impossible to run a trail through these breaks without
crossing some badland topography. Thus, the adjusted trail crossed
badlands at 27 locations. For waypoints at these crossings, see Table 4, Badland Crossings.

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

BADLAND CROSSINGS
GPS POINT
#
GPS POINT
25-26
30-31
35-37
291-292
423-424
430-432
440
446
455-458
472-474
514-516
752
833
841

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

876-877
1016-1017
1209-1212
1217-1219
1251-1255
1265
1363
1403
1444
1463
1544
1552
1555-1558

In some cases it was possible to steer around the badlands that the original trail intersected. An example of this
is seen at Waypoint 338 to Waypoint 386. The original trail, as designed on aerial photographs, crossed several badland outcrops. The revised trail took a more southerly route, which avoided these badlands (Figure 5).
But often, the best solution came to this: Rather than avoiding badlands altogether, which would reduce the potential conflict between trail and rare plant to a strong improbability, the best solution was to minimize the distance of each badland crossing and to run the trail through badland topography which gave no evidence of rare
plants. This was accomplished; no rare plants were observed at any of the 27 badland crossings and the crossings were generally shorter than those described in the original proposed trail.

Figure 5. Aerial view of badlands, delineated in green, that are avoided by Adjusted Trail, an advantage over Original Trail.
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Creek Crossings

Table 5. Creek Crossings

The original proposed trail presented ten creek crossings. The adjusted trail reduced the number of creek crossings to eight (Table 5, Creek Crossings). The
value of the adjusted creek crossings was in the improved quality of the creek
crossings. Some of the original trail crossings were at steep gradients, highly
eroded stream banks, or at oblique angles across the creek beds. These problems were reduced in the adjusted creek crossings.
Another value was the reduction of creek crossings is illustrated at a problematic creek crossing 3/4 mile to the southeast of Phelps Bay at Waypoint 1058
(problem area #15 in the 2009 report). The original trail made three steep crossings over deep beaver impoundments. The adjusted trail reduced it to one gently sloped crossing over a shallow section of the creek. (Figures 6 and 7)

Ph
o

to p
oin

CREEK CROSSINGS
#
GPS POINT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

112
118
632-633
697
842
1058
1219
1468-1469

t

Figure 6. Aerial view of creek crossings (blue circles) showing two less crossings for Adjusted Trail than Original Trail.

Figure 5. Photopoint: View to SE of creek valley and trails, showing gentler incline for Adjusted Trail. Note Creek Crossing 1 to right.
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Road Crossings
There were 25 points at which the original proposed trail crossed roads. The adjusted trail reduced the number
of road crossings to 24. Two crossings were over County Route 2. One was over Divide Road, or FSR881. Both
of these roads are improved gravel roads. Thirteen crossings were over other improved gravel roads, mainly oil
field access roads or improved Forest Service Roads. Nine crossings were over unimproved Forest Service
roads, simply dirt roads across pastures. See Table 4, Road Crossings.
The value of the adjusted road crossings was not in the reduction of total number of crossings, but in the improved quality of crossings. The adjusted crossings reduced visibility problems; blind corners and hills.
An example of this is at Waypoint 162. The original trail appeared to cross County Route 2 near a curve in the
road where motorists approaching from east would not see trail users crossing the road with sufficient distance
to brake. The trail crossing was moved to the west to afford the drivers more distance and vision. (Figures 7
and 8)

Figure 7. Aerial view of trail crossing near curve in road with poor visibility improved by moving trail to west.

Hwy
1

806

Figure 8. Ground level view of curve in road indicating sudden appearance of Original Proposed Trail when approaching from east.
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A problem still remains at Waypoint 570
(problem area #10 in the 2009 report).
The original proposed trail crossed
FSR873-3 on a blind hill frequented by
large trucks. Visibility is so limited that
motorists descending the road may not
see trail users crossing the road until
dangerously close. It was not possible to
resolve this problem. All possible crossings of FSR873-3 are along this 1/2 mile
stretch of winding, steep road. The best
solution seems to be reduced speed limits and warning signs. Figures 9 and 10.

Oil Well Structures

Table 4. Road Crossings

#

Co Hwy 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

162
1502

ROAD CROSSINGS
GPS WAYPOINTS
Divide Rd Light Duty Gravel Unimproved Dirt
56

121
174
260
401
490
570
694
702
744
789
904
905
1412

1165
1277
1333
51
927
58
977
1031
1169

The original proposed trail did admirably
in avoiding oil well structures. However,
in the vicinity of Waypoint 570, another
problem arose. Along FSR873-1, new
developments appeared since the original trail was designed. Were the original plan followed, the trail would pass through a 3.3ha (8-acre) oil well pad.
This can be seen on the right side of Figure 9 and in the aerial photo in Figure 10. Moving the trail to the east of
the well pad was prohibited by a high badlands wall. The most viable option was to establish the trail to the west
of the well pad, on the other side of a creek valley, and meet up with the original trail to the north of the well pad.

3

Figure 9. View to NE. Fish-eye view of divergence of Original and Adjusted Trails. Both cross FSR873-3 at dangerous points on the road.
Truck traffic descending from the left, or NW, would come upon the trail crossings suddenly. Visibility is limited.
Also, to the right can be seen the Original Proposed Trail where it would cross new oil well pads. A badland wall is visible on the far right
behind the well pads. The Adjusted Trail, by deflecting to the west, would avoid oil field structures.
Photo taken from Waypoint 562.
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Figure 10. Aerial view of trail crossings on steep hill in FSR873-3. Also, Original Proposed Trail crosses new oil well pads along FSR873-1.
Badland wall directly behind well pads prevented rerouting Adjusted Trail to the southeast. The Adjusted Trail, by deflecting to the west,
would avoid oil field structures. Orange arrow marks photopoint seen in Figure 9.

Noxious Weeds
Euphorbia esula (Leafy spurge) was widespread in these breaks, making efforts were made to steer the adjusted trail around noxious weed colonies difficult (Figure 11). In some locations, to maintain a semblance of
faithfulness to the original trail route required passing through a colony of E. esula. There were a few colonies of
Cirsium arvense (Canada thistle), normally around stock dams or in wooded draws. These colonies were more
defined and it was possible to route the trail through uninfected terrain. A list of the major noxious weed colonies
encountered in this survey is found in Table 7, Noxious Weed Populations.

Table 7. Noxious Weed Populations
SITE

GPS CENTROID

EUES 13U 643545 5329447

DATE
11-SEP-10

EUES 13U 642752 5328805

11-SEP-10

EUES 13U 645551 5327326

07-AUG-10

EUES 13U 646783 5327369

07-AUG-10

EUES 13U 647628 5328515

07-AUG-10

EUES 13U 644408 5326540

07-AUG-10

EUES 13U 643021 5327889

07-AUG-10

EUES 13U 649698 5329081

28-AUG-10

EUES 13U 649575 5329146

28-AUG-10

EUES 13U 643648 5329998

11-SEP-10

EUES 13U 643686 5330066

11-SEP-10

EUES 13U 643592 5330351

11-SEP-10

EUES 13U 643667 5330481

11-SEP-10

CIAR
CIAR

07-AUG-10
07-AUG-10

13U 641441 5329311
13U 641452 5329163

Figure 11. Leafy spurge hawk-moth caterpillar (Hyles euphorbiae) eating Leafy spurge
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Cattle Trails and Dirt Roads
When indicated by the original proposed trail or when present near the best possible route, existing cattle trails
or dirt roads were used as the adjusted route. This would reduce construction demands and new erosion. In several locations, existing dirt roads were used. Almost all of these dirt roads were Forest Service roads (Figures
12 and 13). Numerous cattle trails were utilized in this way in this project (Figure 14). A few of them were retired
remnants of oil service roads.

Figure 12. Aerial view of existing dirt pasture road, actually FSR8842, that was used as the Adjusted Trail. Shapefiles from the Original Trail
nearly corresponded with this road.

Figure 13. Ground-level view, looking NE, of existing dirt pasture road—FSR8842—that was used as the Adjusted Trail. This is near Waypoint 1015.
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Figure 14. Cattle trail near Waypoint 1402 that was used as the Adjusted Trail. This is near the eastern trailhead. View to N.

Complex Sites
Four locations presented multiple issues, such as creek crossings in badland topography, or wooded draw
crossings with eroded badlands parallel to the draw. In these instances, the same guidelines were followed as
on other sites, with a view to finding a solution that solved each of the multiple problems.
1) In the State School Section (16) to the south and west of Antelope Creek WMA, there was a creek crossing in
the midst of several badland outcrops. The original proposed trail made two creek crossings and crossed several
badland outcrops. The adjusted trail, between Waypoints 1209 and Waypoint 1235, reduced the crossing to
one and the badland crossings in number and extent. (Figures 15, 16, and 17).

Figure 15. Creek crossings in School Section 16 by original and adjusted trails. Crossings marked by blue arrows. Adjusted Trail reduced
crossings to one. Also, badland crossings (badlands are delineated in green) are reduced by the Adjusted Trail. Photopoints for Figures 16
and 17 are marked by orange arrows.
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Figure 16. Creek crossing in
School Section 16. Two tributaries
are seen to right, which merge to
form creek that continues on left.
Adjusted Trail is orange line,
which, by moving the trail to the
left, or north of the original proposed trail, reduced the crossings
from two to one. View is to NE,
taken from Waypoint 1219. Hill
with red “X” seen in background is
same hill in Figure 17.

X

Figure 17. Badland crossing in School Section 16. Adjusted Trail is orange line. Badlands outwash is wet from small spring seep at toe
slope to the right. View is to NE, taken from Waypoint 1209. Hill with red “X” seen in background is same hill in Figure 16.
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2) Here the original proposed trail, as described in the shapefiles, actually crossed Sand Creek at six locations.
This particular stretch of the trail was flagged by USFS personnel in 2009, and that route reduced the crossings
to two. The final route established in this survey maintained fidelity to the 2009 route. Hence, the two creek
crossings flagged in 2009 were maintained, and are found at Waypoints 112 and Waypoint 118. Yet, a potential exists to reduce the crossing to one. If the trail were to veer to the north, one crossing could be had. However, it would place the trail 20 meters (70 feet) away from County Route 2 at its closest point, as compared to
100 meters (350 feet) for the USFS flagged trail. This may not be as desirable as maintaining the two creek
crossings and a greater distance between the trail and the highway (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Blue arrows mark creek crossings over Sand Creek by original and USFS flagged trails. Red line shows an alternative trail that
could be set to the north of the USFS flagged trail, eliminating one creek crossing. Photopoint for Figure 19 is marked by orange arrow.

118

Figure 19. Creek crossing by beaver dam in Sand Creek. Adjusted Trail is orange line. Red
arrow shows red fencepost with pink flagging hung by USFS personnel in 2009. View is to NE,
looking at Waypoint 118, which is at red fencepost.
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It should be noted that the creek
was running deep and fast at the
time of the survey, due to two episodes of heavy rain in previous
days. The eastern crossing of
Sand Creek was over a beaver
dam, which, at the time of the survey, was washed out by the
heavy stream flow. (Figure 19)
Crossing the creek was difficult,
and FSR867 crosses the creek at
a rocky ford. This suggests that
the stream may have a history of
high flows. Thus, reducing stream
crossings from two to one may be
more desirable than an extra 280
feet of buffer between the trail
and County Route 2.

3) Some disparity existed between the original trail as indicated by the shapefiles and the original trail as established by USFS personnel in 2009. This was between Waypoints 174 and 203. When following the flagging set
by the USFS, it was not clear exactly where that flagged trail ended. Thus, it was not clear the exact location
where the trail became subject to the discretion of the botanists in this survey. The flagging clearly led up to
Waypoint 174, on the shoulder of FSR8692. Beyond that, there were a few old flags scattered along the high
ground paralleling County Route 2. These were assumed to be relict flags from the USFS in 2009 and were followed until there were no more. As a result, there is a stretch of adjusted trail that stays closer to County Route 2
than the shapefiles suggested. The shapefile route might be preferred as it stays out of sight of County Route 2,
affording more privacy, safety, and less dust from the road traffic. (Figure 20)

Figure 20. Divergence between Original Trail and Adjusted Trail from Waypoints 175 to 203. Divergence follows old flagging along County
Route 2 that appears to be the tail end of flagged trail set by USFS personnel in 2009. Arrow points to spot where flagging appears to stop.

4) The original trail and the trail flagged by USFS personnel in 2009 were similar between Waypoints 28 and
46. However, both trails crossed some badland outcrops at severe angles at sites prone to rapid erosion and
slumping. The adjusted trail diverted away from the original and flagged trails and bypassed these badlands by
following a cattle trail across a level badland outwash. The original and flagged trails made unnecessary
switchbacks up a hill. A direct route up the hill was established. Finally, the original and flagged trail ran through
the middle of a Townsendia population on a ridge (TOHO3). The adjusted trail stayed clear of the crest, skirting
the edge of the hill 30 meters (100 feet) to the southwest of the Townsendia population. (Figures 21 and 22)

a nd
badl
p
e
Ste

es
slop

Figure 21. Problems solved: Point 1 is where Adjusted Trail and Original/Flagged Trail diverge. Point 2 is where Adjusted Trail crosses
relatively level badlands instead of the steep, slumping slope on the Original/Flagged Trail. Point 3 is where Adjusted Trail continues straight
ahead instead of following unnecessary switchbacks. Point 4 is where Adjusted Trail stays downslope from Original/Flagged Trail to avoid
Townsendia population (TOHO3).
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CONCLUSION

25

The vast majority of the trail route recommended in
this survey passes through habitat that has a low likelihood for rare plants. In general, it avoids or limits
crossings over badland, gravel, and scoria outcrops,
wooded draws, or creeks. It minimizes dangers when
crossing improved gravel roads by increasing trail
visibility. It avoids rare plant populations, archaeological sites, spring seeps, stock dams, sandy blowouts,
and closed depressions. Most of this route lies within
grassy upland or side slopes. By design, some of the
recommended route follows existing cattle trails or
pasture roads.
While there are many wooded draw crossings along
the recommended route, and wooded draws have the
potential to contain Collinsia parviflora, the distance to
known populations, the glaciated topography, the narrow corridor of proposed trail construction, and the
proliferation of wooded draws in the Missouri Breaks
indicates that this project would not adversely impact
C. parviflora.
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One location where the recommended trail crosses
an improved gravel road presents no options but to
cross the road where trail visibility by motorists would
be low. The best solution to this problem appeared to
be signage.

Figure 22. Yellow line marks location of both Original Proposed Trail
and Flagged Trail of 2009. They pass across the steep badland
slopes in the background. Adjusted Trail, in orange, diverges from
those trails to the left, or northeast, before it reaches the steep
slopes. It veers to the right, or southwest, and passes through relatively level badlands before turning eastward to head upslope. Red
arrows point to fenceposts that mark the Flagged Trail. Post in foreground corresponds to Waypoint 26. Post in background was Waypoint 25 in the 2009 report. It has coordinates 13U 642952 5327802

This serves as a reminder that the high volume of oil
service vehicle traffic on the roads in the survey pose
a danger to persons using the trail at road crossings.
An inordinate number of fatalities have occurred on
highways in McKenzie County during the current oil
boom. It might be advisable to delay the construction
and inauguration of the Lewis and Clark Heritage Trail
until the surge has passed. (Donovan 2010)

David Schmoller, November 5, 2010
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